EXPLORE MORE SCAVENGER HUNT

Follow all current AHS COVID-19 public health protocols.
Participate in this event at your own risk.

Score 5 POINTS:
- A cat sunning themselves in a window
- Basketball net
- Hockey stick
- Made by Marcus: Which flavour is third on the list outside?
- Mailbox where you can only send mail.
- A painted rock garden.
- A tree with a birdhouse
- A yellow car
- The *First Avenue Corner Store*
- A sign with a coyote on it
- A corner burger joint
- The words "Calgary General Hospital"
- A yellow door
- A garden gnome
- Village Ice Cream: Have one vegan flavour.
- A garage door mural
- The school name across from the old fire hall.
- What year is on the fire hall?
- Hopscotch on the sidewalk
- A chickadee
- Leftover Christmas decor

Score 10 POINTS:
- Find Amy Skinner Law (113 9A ST NE) and pose in front of the snowy backdrop!
- Check out TOTO Pizza, and pose under the neon Pizza sign! Upload it and tag @totospizzayyc
- In front of the Bridgeland Vet Clinic painted window, personify a cat or dog, and hashtag #bridgelandvet
- Video yourself complimenting a stranger, and tag 3 friends to "challenge them" to spread the love!
- Head to the infamous Bridgeland Market sign, and take a photo under the mural! Tag @bridgelandmarket
- Find the Dominion YYC building, and take a photo under the mural at the front door. Tag @dominionyyc and @taravictorial
- Write a rap for a local sushi restaurant (bonus 25 points if you sing and post it on social media!)
- Swing from some monkey bars!
- Head to Hammer Headz Salon for a photo op (upload featuring #hammerheadzsalon)
- Take a photo with your cap posing in front of the Bike & Brew!
- A photo at the city’s oldest Community Garden
- Make your way to the Bubble Tree!
- By the plaza are painted circles. Name the colour of the one and only
- Take a photo from a local patio! Cheers!
- A photo at the roof of your favourite Calgary team swag
- Give out 5 high-fives (or air high-fives) to people you don’t know!

Score 20 POINTS:
- Head to Bike & Brew, and purchase one of their legendary Twisted Twix Hot Chocolates, available for the Hot Chocolate Fest YYC for $6.75 + tax. Take a photo with your cup posing in front of the Bike & Brew!
- Find the Dominion YYC building, and take a photo under the mural at the front door. Tag @dominionyyc and @taravictorial
- Choreograph a dance in front of your favourite local business (bonus 25 points if you purchase a product and use it in your dance)
- A photo at the roof of your favourite Calgary team swag
- Take a tiered team photo up the stairs
- Hungry for lunch or dinner (or even a big snack)? Head into TOTO Pizza and show them your photo with the neon sign to get 15% discount off of your order (alcoholic beverages not included).
- Spend $5 on a local business product
- While you’re playing cornhole at Bridgeland Distillery, purchase a drink (approx. $15) and raise a glass for local business!
- Compose a dreamy garden song and sing it at the Rooftop Garden Light Show
- Show us your Calgary spirit! Take a photo in your favourite Calgary team swag
- Skip down a whole block and #celebratebridgeland
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